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willem de kooning - wikipedia - willem de kooning was born in rotterdam, the netherlands, on april 24,
1904. his parents, leendert de kooning and cornelia nobel, were divorced in 1907, and de kooning lived first
with his father and then with his mother. willem de kooning - home - dickinson - friendship with de
kooning allowed him to purchase untitled, (1964) directly from the artist’s studio – a privelage reserved only
for the artist’s closest friends. endnotes 1 b. richardson, “willem de kooning ‘tracing experience’ in willem de
kooning: vellums, new york, feb. 2001, p. 10 willem de kooning - gagosian - willem de kooning
bibliography. 2013 vogel, carol. “10 late de kooning works to go on view, and on sale. ” the new york times,
sept. 3. considine, austin. “ inside de kooning's studio with his former assistant, tom ferrara.” the huffington
post, june 5. considine, austin.” de kooning's brain: q&a with nobel-winning neuroscientist, eric willem de
kooning - xavier hufkens - 3 willem de kooning — wexner center for the arts, the ohio state university,
columbus, oh, usa (cat.) — willem de kooning: drawings and sculpture, joint exhibition organized by matthew
marks gallery and mitchell-innes & nash, matthew marks gallery, new york, ny, usa and mitchell-innes & nash,
new york, ny, usa (cat.) willem de kooning the figure: movement and gesture ... - willem de kooning’s
relationship with pace dates to the gallery’s origins in 1963 and spans five decades, during which the gallery
has presented more than a dozen exhibitions devoted to the artist. willem de kooning - gagosian - g a g o s
i a n. w w w . g a g o s i a n . c o m . willem de kooning: peintures et sculptures recentes. galerie daniel
templon, paris, france. the sculptures of de kooning with related paintings, drawings and lithographs . preface
de kooning’s way 1 2 - phaidon - of de kooning, the artist, and his considerable body of work. a project of
this scope and duration would have been impossible without the help of many individuals. i am most grateful
to the board of directors and staff of the willem de kooning foundation, particularly its able executive director,
amy schichtel, as well as willem de kooning - lévy gorvy gallery - willem de kooning born 1904 rotterdam,
netherlands died 1997 east hampton, new york selected solo exhibitions 2017 willem de kooning - zao wou ki,
lévy gorvy, new york 2015 de kooning sculptures, 1972- 1974, skarstedt gallery, new york willem de
kooning: living in paint flesh is the reason why ... - willem de kooning: living in paint "...flesh is the
reason why oil painting was invented..." this image and the text corresponding to this image may only be used
for noncommercial, educational, and scholarly purposes. willem de kooning academy, rotterdam wdka:
social practices - willem de kooning academy, rotterdam report of the jury of the drempelprijs social
practices 2017 (gv, 170630) 1 the ‘drempelprijs’ is the ‘award on the threshold’ that since 1962 is being
granted on behalf of the now-famous erased willem de kooning drawing by robert ... - de kooning
probably sensed, too, that rauschenberg's visit was an omen. it would not be long before art would turn away
from de kooning, de kooning
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